Robotics

Robot "ABC" in wood
Quesnel Jonathan | Electronics...
Build the "ABC" Robot with a laser cut machine or jigsaw an...

Open Tech Training
Timm Wille | Art, Clothing & Ac...
Best practice on how to create an #OpenTech training on...

Fab Ship
Tausanya | Energy, House, Recy...
Fab Ship PBL

Energy saving house
Digijeunes | Electronics, House...
In this tutorial, you will learn how to set up your ESP32 so...

Design an object on 3D Slash and view it in VR
Digijeunes | Electronics, Play & Hobbies...
In this tutorial you will learn how to use the on-line...

Create a wooden pet that connects with Facebook
Simone Ferrecchia DIGIJENUES...
Wooden pet that pos a message on your own...

Electronic textile bag
Simone Ferrecchia DIGIJENUES...
Electronic textile bag.

IoT with ESP32 board
Simone Ferrecchia DIGIJENUES...
In this tutorial you will learn how to connect your ESP32...

Plastic Shredder Machine
Precious Plastic | Robotics, Ene...
Plastic waste is shredded into flakes which will be used in th...

Plastic Extrusion...
Precious Plastic | Robotics, Ene...
Extrusion is a continuous process where plastic flakes...

GUI Robot Controller...
Marek Mansell | Electronics, Ro...
TBA

DIY Custom NeoP...
Hyperion | Art, Decoration, Ele...
Homemade NeoPixel Rings! Make NeoPixel Rings of any...
Biped dancing rob...
Camilo Parra Palacio | Electronics, Play & Hobbies, Robotics

Tito is a Biped dancing DIY robot, derivative from Zowi...

- Medium
- $45 USD
- 10 hours